Grantee Report for the CAIRN Early Years (CEY) Programme
The BFSS grant was first issued in September 2013 to fund the delivery of the CAIRN Early
Years (CEY) programme in a school in Sikles, Western Nepal.
School Name:

Annapurna School, Parche Village, Sikles VDC

Report Period Covered:

10th June to 20th September 2014

N.B. Due to the short period of time between the last report (submitted, June 2014) and the
annual report, this report primarily only details new information.
The CEY programme is focused on improving pre-primary and primary level education in rural
Nepal and covers children from grades Nursery to Grade 5. Children can enter Nursery Grade at
2.5 years and will ideally leave Grade 5 at 11 years old. Most primary level teachers move
between grades and do not teach only one year group.

A. Outputs Achieved in Reporting Period
The CEY programme is delivered in the field by a team of Cluster Resource Co-ordinators
(CRCs), whose role is predominantly to be a trainer and work closely with the school and its
community. The CRC for Annapurna School is Chandra Moktan, an experienced educationalist
(below). He has been instrumental in helping us achieve the following:
Impact

No.

Teachers undergoing training and development

9

Classrooms environments improved

6

Pieces of furniture installed (breakdown below)

60

Learning resources provided

154

Number of school children benefitting
(across six grades)

169

Low table
14

Total Furniture Provided - 60
Shelved
White board
Notice board
cupboard
2
4
4

Doormat

Clock

2

4
Reading
carpet
2

Bag storage

Dustbin

Shoe rack

3 Tier shelves

Blanket

4

3

2

5

14
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Classroom Installation Completed








Four classrooms were fully renovated and refurbished (Nursery to Grade 3)
Two classrooms (Grades 4 & 5) were equipped with posters and learning resources
In the Nursery and Grade 1 classrooms
o Local painters have decorated the classrooms with educational murals
o Furniture has been specially designed and manufactured to be low maintenance,
waterproof and colourful
o Thick soft carpet and insulating underlay has been laid so the youngest children can
sit comfortably while they learn
154 age and grade appropriate learning resources have been distributed across 6 grades
The furniture and resources have been transported with the help of the community, who
have manually carried items from the road head to the school, a 3 hour journey.
Over the forthcoming year, as part of the sustainability strategy, many additional
learning resources will be produced by teachers and your CRC from locally available,
free materials such as corn husks, plastic bottles and twigs.

Furniture being transported

Classroom murals being painted

Community members carrying furniture

Carpet underlay being glued by community members
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Nursery classroom after installation

Lessons taking place in newly renovated grade 1 classroom
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Stakeholder Engagement
In March initial community meetings were held, which resulted in the official signing of a
partnership agreement (MOU) between the CEY team and the School. This detailed the level of
the communities’ contribution to the programme and clarified expectations and responsibilities
over the next three years (Refer to report 1 for further details).
In July, a follow up visioning workshop was held with representatives and key stakeholders
from all areas of the school community ranging from pupil representatives to the head of the
school management committee (SMC). During this workshop, we:






Informed all stakeholders of the key findings and themes arising from the baseline
surveys. This helped the community to understand the current educational situation of
the school and its community as well as identify key areas of development
Coached the Head Teacher to share and review his
existing School Improvement Plan (SIP) with the
“I am very much confident after
school community
this workshop and hopeful to
Led the stakeholders in the production of their
improve my school and teaching
absolutely...”
tailored three year action plan

The teachers from the Annapurna School have reported
that they found the workshop to be positive and constructive.

Shekhar Nath Tiwari, Head Teacher,
Annapurna School, Sikles

The number of parent representatives attending is lower
than we anticipated. This is a key area of focus that
we will be working on improving over the next two years.
Participants at the Visioning
Workshop

No.

School Management Committee (SMC)

7

Parent Teacher Association (PTA)

2

Head Teacher

1

Teachers

7

Parent Representatives

6

Pupil Representatives

6

Total

29

Head Teacher leading the school improvement plan workshop
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Baseline Data
Pupil Progress
In Nepal the academic year runs from April (2013) – March (2014). Every pupil is required to sit
an annual exam which they must pass in order to advance to the next year grade. If a pupil fails
their annual exam they will remain in the same grade and will be required to re-sit the same
grade repeatedly until they pass.



Extensive needs analysis and baseline surveys were conducted in January 2014
Pupils sat their end of year exams in March and the final results became available in July
2014. These results have now been included in the programme’s baseline data



The Annapurna School has high enrolment with 169 children across Nursery to Grade 5
(The average is normally 100 pupils across these five grades)
The annual exam pass rate average is 81%
The school’s pass rate drops to an average of 76% in grades 3, 4 and 5. This is a normal
trend and demonstrates that additional support is required for teachers in these years
The level of achievement is high with many pupils’ achieving Grade A and B in their end
of year exams.





Annapurna School
Enrolled at beginning of year
Enrolled at end of year
Passed annual exams
Failed annual exams
Achieved grade A
Achieved grade B
Achieved grade C

ECD
24
24
21
3
11
6
4

1
30
30
27
3
18
8
1

Number of Pupils
2
3
4
24
34
29
24
34
28
20
26
21
4
8
6
7
5
5
8
14
8
5
7
8

5
28
28
21
7
4
10
7

Total
169
168
136
31
50
54
32

The CEY team undertaking baseline assessments with parents and teachers in Sikles
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Teachers Professional Training and Development
In the short period of time that the school has been open post installation and training, Chandra
has been mentoring the teachers through lesson observations, feedback sessions and ‘teaching
clinics’ where they discuss the common obstacles faced by the teachers in the school.
This one-on-one coaching has been invaluable in reinforcing some of the Core Teaching Skills
and techniques shared at the residential training course. (Refer to report 1 for further details).
The Annapurna School has excellent teamwork due to a supportive network of teachers that
help each other to accomplish planned activities. We are confident that this will greatly aid in
the long term educational improvements required at the school.
The following progress has been observed, in accordance with the expected goals within the
first academic term.
Areas of progress
Teachers have started to:

•
•
•

•

Use simple techniques learnt from the
residential training course i.e. rhymes, games,
storytelling and songs with actions
Make subject specific learning materials,
demonstrating their understanding, initiative
and the school’s financial support
Use classroom management materials
including job chart, pupil agreement chart,
calendars and attendance cards indicating an
improved code of conduct within the
classrooms by teachers’
Use their personal action plans that Chandra
has created with them and which is updated
every time their lessons are observed.
Teachers creating classroom management tools

Areas requiring more support

•
•
•
•
•

Effective use of more demanding learning resources in lesson to further enhance pupil skills
Improved time management, both during lessons and for planning and resource making
Preparing structured lesson plans
Continuing to encourage teachers to focus more on skill development rather than repetitive
rote learning
To deepen the understanding that teaching the government curriculum is more than purely
working through text books, which should instead be used as a guide and a tool.
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Improved Teaching KPIs
In the first term, teachers in the Annapurna School have achieved the following progress when
assessed against our Key Progress Indicators (KPIs).
KPI Ratings: Inadequate (1)

Satisfactory (2)

Good (3)

Outstanding (4)

2
2.1
2.2
2.3
2.4
2.5
2.6
2.7

Improved Teaching
Rating
Teachers deliver the national government curriculum
2
Lessons are well planned, structured and delivered
1
Teachers use a range of effective engaging and interactive techniques
2
Teachers are able to effectively assess and respond to pupils' learning
1
Lessons develop pupil's physical, emotional and cognitive abilities
2
Teachers promote creative, analytical and independent thought
1
Positive relationships, attitudes and behaviour are present and role modelled
3
Classroom Teaching Rating (out of 28)
12
Inadequate with elements of satisfactory

2.8
2.9
2.10
2.11
2.12

Teachers have attended training courses
3
Teachers feel confident, motivated and supported
2
Teachers are extending teaching techniques beyond the given examples
1
Teachers are using local materials to create learning resources
2
Teachers have personalised professional development plans
2
Professional Development Rating (out of 20)
10
Inadequate with elements of satisfactory

Within the first term of a three year training course, these KPI ratings are in accordance with
expected progress goals. In order for the programme to be achieving our anticipated goals, we
expect Annapurna School’s rating to increase to a minimum of 28 points by March 2015, with
key emphasis on KPIs numbers 2.2, 2.3, 2.7, 2.11 and 2.12

Next Steps
Both the CRC and teachers will continue to assess lessons and discuss the areas for
improvement in the forthcoming months.
The CEY programme will re-focus on the merits of curriculum teaching and time management
both at the Cluster sharing meeting and in their workshops with the Headmaster and the School
Management Committee.
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Pupil Development
The first termly assessment will take place in November, however during May and June the
following responses have been observed:
Feedback from CRC on pupil progress







Pupils appear happier in lessons where the teachers
are using new and different techniques
Pupils are responding especially well to lessons that
include new interactive activities such as chants,
games, storytelling and group work
When asked, pupils could talk about what they liked
about their lessons.
Some older children spoke about what they were
learning using words such as ‘counting, sharing with
my friends’ and ‘building’, representing a conscious
understanding of their learning.

“I like my class more now
than before because it is
more fun and I can play with
the toys on my own.”
Dipak Gurung, Grade 1

Pupils are not very confident in answering questions asked by the teachers during
lessons. This is an expected reaction and one that demonstrates both the old style
teaching approaches to date and the need for change.

We have discussed this response to questioning with the teachers, who were initially worried
by the pupils’ lack of confidence. Through support and mentoring, teachers have been given
enhanced skills to continue with this questioning technique e.g. Using question and answer
approaches to the group work.
By March 2015, we will be in a position to share our pupil learning and development KPIs which
will include the social, emotional, health and cognitive skills of pupils.

Feedback from parents on pupil progress
The CEY programme in Sikles currently encompasses 314 parents from the Annapurna School.
The programme will deliver a minimum of two parenting workshops per year with the objective
of increasing parents understanding of and active participation in the learning and development
of their children. The first workshop will be held next week.
In preparation for this, parents have been asked to reflect on the changes they already percieve
in their children’s education and learning. Their initial feedback has been that the children:
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“My children want to
come to school because
they learn rhymes that
they share at home.”



Som Maya Bhujel, Mother

Are keener to go to school
Enjoy the new play materials
Bring their learning home and share it with
other family members
Are showing independent interest in preparing
themselves to go school e.g. wearing clothes and
managing activities so they are ready to leave on time.

Challenges and Future Activities
During the monsoon months of July and August season, rural schools in Nepal close as it is
impossible for both pupils and teachers to get to the schools safely. This annual closure has
resulted in teachers only having been in school for two months since the residential training and
thus restricting the amount of monitoring and evaluation data available. However we hope to be
able to provide more meaningful data for the next report.
The programme is currently running to plan and there have been no unexpected challenges.
However, as this is a programme which centres on a significant amount of cultural change to
bring about improved teaching, we anticipate additional challenges in the second year of the
CEY programme.

Priorities for the Second Year of the CEY programme
Classroom Installation
Now that all six classrooms have been re-furbished, the programme will seek to maintain
classroom standards to ensure a safe, healthy and positive learning environment continues.
Stakeholder Engagement
Although parents have shown great support and assisted in the renovation of the classrooms,
parents and PTA/SMC representatives are not as motivated and active in school activities as we
expected. The programme will increase the level of PTA/SMC strengthening and will include
additional practical workshops on: teamwork, social audits, financial and resource management.
Parenting workshops are scheduled to being in October 2014 and the response to these will
influence future stakeholder engagement plans for Annapurna School.
Baseline Data
As the termly and annual data is collected for Year 1 of the programme, it will be measured
against the baseline data and the programme goals.
Teachers Professional Training and Development
Your CRC will be further enhancing the Core Teaching Skills techniques, attitudes and methods
in line with teacher’s individual professional development action plan and the expected
achievable termly goals. To ensure that teachers continue to be motivated, we will also be
holding refresher courses to reinforce the training provided prior to the monsoon period.
Pupil Development
Currently both the Government of Nepal and many of the very best private schools do not have a
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pupil skills assessment. Most pupil assessments and evaluations are based on a very traditional
exam system that does not reflect the cognitive capabilities of individuals.
In addition to collecting and analysing standard pupil academic results, CAIRN are devising an
set of pupil assessments and KPIs that will monitor child learning and development in a holistic
manner.
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B. Financial Report
Grant amount
Expenditure to date
Remaining balance

£6,218
£6,419
£0

CEY Budget Year 1 Breakdown
1%

Furniture, Resources and
delivery

3%

Training and Development and
Personnel

20%

Personnel & Monitoring and
Evaluation

51%

Operational Costs

25%

Contingency

Cumulative expenditures to date for Annapurna School, Sikles
Programme Element
Operational Costs

Expenditure
(up to June 2014)

Y1 Budget

% of budget

£91

£93

102%

Monitoring and Evaluation

£131

£148

113%

Transportation of Materials

£231

£231

100%

Training and Development

£459

£632

138%

Learning Resources

£857

£857

100%

Furniture

£2,114

£2,114

100%

Personnel (Trainers/CRCs)

£2,197

£2,224

101%

£138

£120

87%

£6,218

£6,419

103%

Contingency 3%
Total

Reasons for budget excess:
 Training and Development - Experts were hired to support development of the
residential training course content. This was more than originally budgeted for.
 Monitoring and Evaluation – Initially it was expected that a field office and living
quarters could be found in the same premises, however these were not available and
had to be rented separately. This has increased the expenditure slightly.
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